




If you choose an aluminium  
veranda from Deponti, you choose  
great value and quality
With an aluminium veranda or glassroom, you’ll add a stylish extension to your 
home. In addition, aluminium is very solid, weather proof and requires hardly 
any maintenance. We use carefully selected and high quality aluminium, in 
which you can choose from the following colours: white, cream white, black 
and grey. There are also many extra options and accessories possible,
depending on your taste and preferences.
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Bosco

Our bestseller,  
choose your  
own look!

TYPE TYPE TYPE TYPE
Giallo Pigato Verdeca Pinela Deluxe

08 12 16 20

Smooth, robust  
and characteristic

Luxury veranda  
with a glass roof 

Folding roof with 
aluminium frame

Louvred roof with 
perfect light on

your terrace

Intro-
duction

TYPE
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04 ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

The best at home
 
Enjoying the outdoors throughout the year with indoor-style 
comfort with our luxurious aluminium verandas and glass-
rooms. With an aluminium veranda, you’ll add a stylish 
extension to your home. In addition, aluminium is very solid, 
weather proof and requires little maintenance.

Why a Deponti aluminium veranda;
-  Deponti has a wide range of aluminium verandas.
-  The flexible design of the Deponti range allows you  

to construct your veranda to suit your liking. 
- Deponti verandas are made of high quality, low- 
  maintenance and carefully selected materials.
-  Maximize your outdoor space with a Deponti veranda 

allowing you to experience the best at home.
-  All Deponti verandas come with a standard 5 year 

guarantee.



Deponti
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DETAILS

Colours RAL9001 / RAL7024

Gutter  Standard half-round

Posts Square 

Roofing Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control)

Width (mm) 4045 / 5045 / 6045

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500

As an added option, the Nebbiolo can be expanded with various accessories of Deponti,  
such as a side wall, LED lighting or side panel. More information on page 30.

RALRAL

9001 7024

Nebbiolo

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

The Nebbiolo Veranda;  
Slim, elegant and very  
competitively priced
 
Enjoy special moments sheltered from the forces of the weather. 
With the Nebbiolo from Deponti you will experience your garden 
as you would like to experience your garden. All this under a slim, 
elegant and timeless design.

Outstanding
The Nebbiolo is number one when it comes to quality and price. 
This veranda is slimmer than our other models, offering excellent 
value for money.  In the slimline veranda market the Nebbiolo is 
sturdier than what is usually expected. The in-between beams are 
fitted with aluminium covers instead of plastic top covers, which 
makes the covering very sturdy and robust. The Nebbiolo is 
characterised by a slim, elegant and timeless design. 

Characteristics
This veranda is available in standard widths of 4, 5 or 6 meters. 
The roof is equipped with a polycarbonate roof; high-quality and 
durable material with a timeless appearance.

07

Max. width
between 2 Posts

< 4 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof



DETAILS

Colours RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9016 / RAL9005

Gutter Round or Classic

Posts  Half-round or square 

Roofing  Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control)

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof   

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000 / 6000

As an added option, the Bosco can be expanded with various Deponti accessories,  
such as a side wall, LED lighting and side panel. More information on page 30.

RALRALRAL

9001 7024 9016

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS08

The Bosco Veranda;  
Our best-seller, choose  
your own look!
 
 
A veranda finished to perfection. Fully customizable to your 
wishes and suitable for your home. Meet the Bosco from 
Deponti. 

Perfection
The Bosco veranda is finished to perfection. This veranda offers 
a wide variety of choices. For example, you choose a round or 
classic ornamental gutter and half round or squared posts. You 
can therefore customize the Bosco completely to your style, 
taste and preferences. You ensure a perfect match with your 
home and garden.

Characteristics
Thanks to our modular system, the possibilities with the Bosco 
are endless and suitable for every situation and every style. This 
patio cover is available in four colour versions. For the polycar-
bonate roofing you can choose from clear, ultra clear, opal and 
solar control. 

Max. width
between 2 Posts

< 4 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof

RAL

9005



Bosco
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DETAILS

Colours RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9016 / RAL9005

Gutter Straight (optional; round of classic gutter)

Posts  Rectangular 115×150 mm 

Roofing  Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control) 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof 

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000 / 6000 

As an added option, the Giallo can be expanded with various Deponti accessories,  
such as a side wall, LED lighting and side panel. More information on page 30.

RALRALRAL

9001 7024 9016

Giallo

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS 011

The Giallo Veranda;  
Beautifully, smooth and robust 

With the Giallo veranda you can enjoy the outdoors to the 
max. From your first coffee moment in the morning until the 
setting of the sun. Regardless of the weather conditions. With 
an unobstructed and open view.

Robust look
The Deponti Giallo Veranda is known for its smooth, robust 
look and is equipped with a reinforced gutter profile. Because 
of this extra reinforcement the Giallo can be mounted with just 
two posts with a span of 6 metres. The maximum span on 
two posts is what makes the Giallo unique. The result is 
maximum enjoyment with a free and open view.

Characteristics
The Deponti Giallo is available in four colours. The veranda 
comes with a standard polycarbonate roof, in which you can 
choose from various types, depending on your wishes.

Max. width 
between 2 Posts

< 6 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

RAL

9005

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof
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THE ADVANTAGES OF ALUMINIUM
In general, aluminium verandas are  
a more durable investment than  
verandas made of other materials.
An aluminium veranda offers  
a strong construction that will  
probably last a lifetime.
Aluminium requires little maintenance. 
 Aluminium verandas have a long  
lifespan, meaning that a single  
investment gives you many years of 
care-free enjoyment of outdoor living!
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DETAILS

Colours  RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9016 / RAL9005

Gutter Round or Classic (Optional straight gutter)

Posts  Half-round or square 

Roofing 44.2 safety glass or polycarbonate

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060 / 7060 or a multitude thereof 

Projection (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000 / 6000

As an added option, the Pigato can be expanded with various Deponti accessories,  
such as a side wall, LED lighting or a side panel. More information on page 30.

RALRALRAL

9001 7024 9016

Pigato

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS 15

The Pigato veranda;  
Luxury veranda with a glass roof
 
Enjoy the perfect light. And look under your veranda for trees, 
birds and stars. The Pigato from Deponti: An enrichment of your 
outdoor life and a feeling of pure luxury.

High-end
The Pigato is the luxury aluminium veranda of the Deponti product 
range. This veranda is reinforced with a steel strip in the gutter 
profile, meaning that this veranda can be fitted with a laminated 
glass roof. This will give you the perfect lighting allowing you to
enjoy your outdoor views without losing light in your home, 
providing a sense of enrichment and pure luxury.

Characteristics
The Veranda is available in four colours. The Pigato comes 
standard with a glass roof, but if desired, it can also come with 
polycarbonate. In addition, this veranda comes with various 
options for styles of guttering and posts that best matches 
your home.

Glass roofing

44.2

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Max. width 
between 2 Posts

< 4 m >

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof

RAL

9005



DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024 / RAL9005

Gutter Round or Classic

Posts Square

Roofing Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / Solar control) 

Width (mm) 4060 / 5060 / 6060

Depth (mm) 2500 / 3000 / 3500 / 4000

As an added option, the Ribolla can be expanded with various accessories of Deponti, 
such as a sliding glass doors, LED lighting or side panels. More information on page 30.

RAL

7024

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS16

The Ribolla veranda; 
Enjoy a covered terrace
everywhere
 
Behind your lawn. By the pond. Or at the pool. With the Ribolla 
from Deponti you bring the inside out. Anywhere in your garden.

Outdoor living wherever you want
With a veranda you can bring the indoors outside and create a 
wonderful place directly adjacent to your home. With the Ribolla, 
however, Deponti presents a veranda that can be placed  
completely free-standing in your garden. The construction of this 
roof is completely independent. This means you are not  
dependent on placement against the wall. You can create a 
covered terrace at any desired location and enjoy the outdoors 
to the fullest.

Characteristics
The highest point of the Ribolla is at the front. As a result, the 
drain and gutter are nicely concealed at the back. The Ribolla 
can also be built with flexibility in mind. It comes standard with 
a closed back wall, one closed side wall (or a side wall with an 
ultra-clear polycarbonate window) and one side wall with a 
landing. Of course, other combinations and variants are also 
possible and the Ribolla can be adapted to suit your requirements.

Max. width 
between 2 Posts

< 4 m >

Roofing 
polycarbonate

16 mm

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof

RAL

9005



Ribolla
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DETAILS

Aluminium colour  RAL7024

Canvas colour  White

Control  The Verdeca canvas and LED lighting can be controlled  

 with the supplied SOMFY remote control.

Width (mm)  4000 / 5000 / 6000

Projection (mm)  3000 / 3500 / 4000

As an added option, the Verdeca can be expanded with various accessories from  
Deponti such as sliding glass door. More information about sliding glass doors
on page 24.

Verdeca

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

The Verdeca Folding roof; 
Ultimate flexibility with a sleek 
design
 
With a Deponti folding roof, your terrace comes alive. Whatever 
the weather, you can open or close the roof with a simple press 
of the remote control. This means that you decide how much sun 
comes in and that you can still sit outside even in bad weather.  

Extra living pleasure
Enjoy extra living pleasure in the garden through ultimate flexibility. 
Who would not want that? The Verdeca roof canvas is made of a 
sun-resistant and water-resistant fabric. Are you sitting under this 
veranda and want to enjoy the sun? Then, with one push on the 
button, raise the canvas (partially) so you can immediately enjoy 
maximum light and the beautiful weather. If you prefer to sit in the 
shade or seek protection against wind, rain or UV radiation, you 
can close the screen with the same ease.

By adding glass sliding doors you can choose to extend your 
Verdeca veranda to a complete garden room. With the flexible 
Verdeca veranda, you can therefore enjoy optimum comfort at 
your terrace.

19

RAL

7024

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof



DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024

Panels  The panels are adjustable up to 120°. The panels of the Pinela  

  and the optional LED lighting can be controlled with the supplied  

  SOMFY remote control.

Applications  Can be installed both as a wall model and freestanding

Width (mm)  3000 / 3500

Projection (mm)  3011 / 3539 / 4067 / 4947

 As an added option, the Pinela can be expanded with an LED lighting strip or with sliding 
glass doors in order to be able to close one or more sides from rain and wind. 
More information about sliding glass doors on page 24.

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS20

 

The Pinela Louvered Roof;  
The perfect light on your terrace 
 
 
 
 
Want to decide for yourself how you want to enjoy the sun and 
the weather under your pergola? Now this is possible with the 
Pinela pergola from Deponti. With the remote control you can 
easily tilt the panels in the roof to a different position. This way 
you have the control to play with the light, the shade and the 
airflow under your roof.

Take control over the lighting and ventilation
During the summer, you have the flexibility to either sit in the sun 
or take advantage of the shade. In the winter on the other hand, 
you will experience the benefits of the waterproof roof and the 
protection against all kinds of weather conditions! This allows 
you to enjoy your terrace during all seasons, all year round.

The Pinela has a durable and sleek design which makes this roof 
a real addition to your home. With a remote control, the panels 
are easy to rotate into a position that creates the perfect light for 
you. Because the panels are continuously adjustable up to 120 
degrees, you can even let the panels rotate with the sun!

RAL

7024

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof



Pinela
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DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024

Panels  The panels are retractable to create an open space above your  

  terrace. The panels of the Pinela Deluxe and the optional LED  

  lighting can be controlled with the supplied SOMFY remote  

  control.

Applications  Can be installed both as a wall model and freestanding

Width (mm)  3000 / 3500 / 4000

Projection (mm)  3014 / 3571 / 4128 / 4964 / 6078

 
As an added option, the Pinela Deluxe can be expanded with an LED lighting strip or with 
sliding glass doors in order to be able to close one or more sides from rain and wind. 
More information about sliding glass doors on page 24.

RAL

7024

Pinela  
Deluxe

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

The Pinela Deluxe Louvered 
Roof; The convertible effect in 
your garden
 
Would you like to have an open space above your terrace in no 
time? With the push of a button, you can open the roof panels of 
the Pinela Deluxe and create a convertible effect in your garden.

Unique experience
A unique experience is guaranteed with the stylish Pinela Deluxe 
from Deponti. The panels of this veranda can easily be moved to 
one side with the push of a button. This gives you a completely 
open space above your terrace in no time. Allowing you to 
experience the ultimate outdoor feeling regardless of the weather.  

In the open position, the pergola offers maximum light. At the 
same time, in a closed position the Pinela Deluxe protects against 
various weather conditions and offers you a shady spot on sunny 
days. Rain or shine, you will experience the ultimate outdoor living
feeling.

23
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Geen 

MAKE YOUR VERANDA A GARDEN 
ROOM BECAUSE:

You can enjoy the outdoors for longer 
because you can keep out the rain and 
wind.
You create, as it were, a new place in 
your house where inside and outside 
come together.
The view of your garden is not  
obstructed.
With a one-time investment you can  
enjoy the outdoors for many years to  
come!
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Fiano 
Sliding 
glass  
doors

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

DETAILS

Colours (profiles):  RAL9016 / RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9005 / Uncoated

Panel width* (mm) 640 / 820 / 980 / 1040

Glass thickness (mm) 10

Number of tracks  2 / 3 / 4 / 5 / 6-track rails

Installation height* (mm) 2000 / 2100 / 2150 / 2200 / 2250 /  2300 / 2400 / 2500 

* Deviating dimensions are also available on request. 

As an added option, the glass sliding doors of Deponti can be expanded with various 
glass door accessories of Deponti, such as handles and tracking system. More informatie 
on page 33.

27

RALRALRAL

9001 7024 9016

Turn your veranda into  
a Glassroom; enjoy your 
garden and terrace longer,  
with sliding glass doors
 
Just imagine. A rainy and windy day. You look outside from 
your living room. And you miss the outdoors. It is a shame 
that in such a case your living room beckons more than your 
covered terrace. With our sliding glass doors, we ensure that 
you can relax under your veranda whatever the weather. Or 
rather: in your luxurious and attractive garden room.

Ultimate outdoor feeling
The glass panels are available in different heights and widths. 
They can run in two to six tracks and have no frame. Thus 
offering an unobstructed view of your garden. In addition, a 
glass sliding wall also protects against wind and weather 
elements. This way you can enjoy the ultimate outdoor feeling, 
even in bad weather. And when the weather permits, simply 
open the panels.

Always a solution!
Did you know that Deponti's sliding glass doors are not only 
suitable for Deponti's aluminium verandas. They can be 
installed under existing structures, in timber buildings and 
in a multitude of other ways.

RAL

9005
Uncoated
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DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024 / RAL9005

Mounting width up to 7000mm

Mounting height up to 2500mm

Panel width Between 700mm - 1200mm

Number of doors up to 7 panels on one side

Glass 6.4mm toughened glass 

 

 

Viewline Slide-and-turn system;  
Experience comfort and flexibility 
 
 
 
Viewline’s glass slide-and-turn-system offers you maximum comfort 
and flexibility. Enjoy light and warmth in fine weather. Or create a 
warm, enclosed space. Our innovative glass sliding/tilting system 
offers infinite possibilities. Let the inside and outside flow into each 
other like never before.

Flexible and custom-made 
Viewline’s glass slide-and-turn-system is suitable for any type of 
veranda roof and is fully custom-made. The panels do not put 
any strain on the structure above the frame, which makes the 
slide-and-turn system an ideal solution for veranda covers.

The panels can be shifted individually. This allows all panels to be 
unfolded separately on the side of the master door and still make 
optimal use of the space around the frame. 

Save access
The slide-and-turn-system is equipped with a master door on the 
side of the frame. The lock has a multi-point locking system and 
thus provides extra protection. All the other panels are locked at 
2 points on both the top and bottom rails.

RAL

7024

Sustainable No discoloration Weatherproof

RAL

9005



Slide- 
and-turn  
system
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Wind-
breaker

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

DETAILS

Colours  RAL7024 / RAL9005 / RAL9016 

Retracted height  1100mm

Extended height  1900mm

Available widths  1000mm / 1500mm / 2000mm 

Glass type*  2 x 8mm toughened

Coupling   Coupling is possible with a cover plate

* System is also available with or without customised glass to fit other widths.  

As an added option, the windbreaker can be expanded with a planter and/or wheels.

31

RALRAL

7024 9016

Experience the outdoors with 
our unique Windbreaker, 
featuring our vertical sliding 
technology.

Perfect for terraces. Ideal for creating a partition. Thanks to 
our innovative windbreaker, we make outdoor living even more 
attractive. The operation of the windbreaker is manual, so no 
electricity is needed. Installation is easy, you just set it level 
and in the direction you want.

In addition, you can expand the windbreaker with a base that 
can also function as a planter. The base eliminates the need 
for screws in the ground and creates an immediate green 
environment. 

The base (with or without a planter) is optionally available with 
wheels, making the Windbreaker easily movable and versatile 
for use in any location.

Minimalist design & easy to use
Thanks to its minimalist design you can enjoy a view as clear 
as glass. All profiles are slim in appearance and well concea-
led. With a click, the vertical sliding system opens easily. A 
screen rises and extends with gentle speed. With the same 
simple movement you can click and lower the screen again.

RAL

9005



DETAILS

Colours (frame) RAL9001 / RAL7024 

Colours (sheets)  Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / 
Solar control)

Standard height (mm) 3000

Standard dimensions   Veranda with depth up to 4 metres
 
If you prefer a glass side wall, we also offer a frame construction 
system for a side wall with 33.1 glass.

DETAILS

Colours (frame)  RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9016

Colours (sheets)  Polycarbonate (Opal / Clear / Ultra clear / 
Solar control) 

32

Accessories

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

With our accessories, you can make your veranda or glassroom 
suitable for every moment, season or weathertype. 

Key frame

Covers the sloped part between the roof and 
the top of the side wall.

A key frame is used to partially close your veranda 
on one or multiple sides for instance when it is 
next to a fence or wall. A key frame is designed 
to cover the sloped part between the roof and 
the top of the side wall. 

The key frame is made of an aluminium frame 
and 16mm thick polycarbonate. If desired, the 
key frame can also be delivered in glass.

You can easily add the key frame to your order, 
but you can also mount it later. The key frame 
can be mounted to all types of verandas we 
have.

Side wall 

Comfortable, windproof and available in 
both polycarbonate and glass

You can make the extra living space created 
under your veranda even more comfortable and 
homely by choosing side walls. A side wall 
allows you to close the veranda at one or both 
sides, free from wind and rain. This allows you 
to enjoy your verandas longer. 

Our side walls come standard with 16 mm thick 
polycarbonate and an aluminium frame that 
matches the colour of your cream white  
or anthracite veranda. The Deponti side walls 
can be installed under any brand and type of 
veranda.  



DETAILS

Colours (frame) RAL9001 / RAL7024 / RAL9016 /  

 RAL9005 

Dimensions fence part 

Width (mm) 25 

Height (mm) 166

Working height (mm) 150

Lengths (mm) 3500 / 4000 / 5000 / 6000 

 

DETAILS

Number of lights  6 or 10 or a multitude of that

Dimmable  Yes (continuous)

Operation  Remote control is included by default

Dimmer power  18W

Voltage  18-23V (750mA)

Minimum dimmer load   4 x 3W 
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Aluminium Grillo 
panels
Lightweight and durable

Grillo panels are unique in the Deponti range. 
These are lightweight, aluminium parts that
enrich your outdoor life. The panels are 
stackable, easy to assemble and fitted with 
click profiles. The durable and flexible character 
ensures that you can use the Grillo panels in
different ways. They can serve as fence parts 
for more privacy, or as fencing. But you can
also make planters or a beautiful aluminium 
conversion for your garbage container. Even
creating a garage door is possible. In short: 
your creativity will be fully stimulated with the
Grillo panels from Deponti.

LED lighting

Stay outside even longer

Want to have dinner with family or friends, read 
a book on the lounge sofa or play a game with 
the entire family? With ambient outdoor lighting, 
you can also enjoy your terrace at night. Our 
dimmable LED recessed spotlights come with 
remote control; extra comfort!  
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Accessories

ALUMINIUM VERANDAS

With our accessories, you can make your veranda  
suitable for every moment, season or weather type. 

Concrete footings

Supporting foundation.   

A Deponti veranda can be installed on any 
existing surface. For extra firmness or when a 
solid foundation is not available, you can also 
choose concrete footings; These concrete 
footings can easily be installed under the Posts, 
out of sight, and can be supplied with and 
without rainwater drain. No surface is the same, 
so seek advice of one of our Deponti partner 
about the best foundation in your garden 
situation.

Sliding glass door 
tracking system
All glass panels open and close at once.

Our ´tracking system´ makes sure that all panels 
are moved automatically, when opening or 
closing the glass door. This way, you can easily 
open or close the entire wall. The carriers can 
be mounted in the profile in a flexible way, 
meaning that you decide where the panels 
overlap.
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Sliding glass door  
handles
To be opened easier, without stains or 
fingerprints on the window

Have you expanded your veranda with glass 
sliding doors? If so, you can opt for extra 
handles to open the sliding doors even easier, 
without stains or fingerprints. These door 
handles can be attached easily to the glass 
panel at a place of your liking. In this, you can 
choose between adhesive handles and 
screw-on handles.

Sliding glass door 
steel-look
An eyecatcher in no time

With the Fiano-Steel-look glazing bars from 
Deponti you create the perfect combination 
between a homely atmosphere and the feeling 
of being outdoors. 

The steel-look glazing bars give your Fiano 
glass doors the robust appearance of steel, 
with the advantages of aluminum material. It is 
light, durable and will last for years. So you can 
enjoy the trendy look in your complete garden 
room every time. 

You can also tailor the Fiano Steel look to your 
preferences. The black glazing bars can easily 
be placed on both sides of the glass wall via a 
connecting U-profile. You can a to adapt to our 
liking, by adding the horizontal rods.
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Product overview 

Nebbiolo Bosco Giallo Pigato Ribolla Verdeca Pinela Pinela  
Deluxe

Veranda at home √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Free-standing 
veranda - - - - √ - √ √

Roofing:  
Polycarbonate

√ √ √ √ √ - - -

Roofing:  
Other - - - Glass - PVC 

cloth
Panels Panels

Motorized 
(SOMFY)

- - - - - √ √ √

Maximum width 
(mm)

6045 7060 7060 7060 6060 6000 3500 4000

Maximum  
projection (mm) 

3500 6000 6000 6000 6000 4000 4947 6078

Maximum  
span on two 
posts (mm)

4000 4000 6000 4000 4000 4000 4947 6078

Available RAL 
colours

9001 
7024

9001
7024
9016
9005

9001
7024
9016
9005

9001
7024
9016
9005

7024
9005

7024 7024 7024

Decorative gutter 
front options

Half- 
round

Round /  
Classic

Round / 
Classic / 
Straight

Round / 
Classic / 
Straight

Round /  
Classic

n.a. Straight Straight

Posts 
options

Square
Square /  

Half-round
Rectan-

gular
Square /  

Half-round
Square

Rectan-
gular

Square Square

Expandable with 
Fiano sliding 
glass doors

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √

Expandable with 
Viewline Slide-
and-Turn doors

√ √ √ √ √ √ √ √
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Product 
overview



More  
informa- 

tion

Get to know the Deponti 
Partner network
 
Would you like to see, feel and experience our 
luxurious roofs in real life? Of course that's possible! 
We would be happy to direct you personally to a 
sales point near you. Our products are sold 
exclusively through a network of top partner.

More information can be found on our website.
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